
ROBOCOP
About Item

1. High-quality sound reproduction:The 5 Core PA system is equipped with a heavy-duty
self-powered 10-inch subwoofer. It delivers high-quality sound reproduction, providing
ultimate bass and effectively reproducing the entire studio audio spectrum with its powerful
1000W PMPO.

2. Great for any occasion:Whether you're playing guitar, piano, or drums, hosting an indoor or
outdoor party, or speaking to an audience, this speaker is great for any occasion and
location, providing endless great music playing and listening.

3. Perfect clear sound & performance:Enjoy your favorite music with perfectly clear sound and
performance from this speaker, which is great for places of worship, small parties, schools,
classrooms, gyms, corporate meetings, and presentations.

4. Built to last:The 5 Core powered speaker is built to last, protected by a circuit and an
engineered ABS box construction. It is durable and long-lasting. It can withstand the rigors of
regular use.

5. Commitment to quality:At 5 Core, Customer satisfaction is our priority with a proven track
record of delivering the highest quality product since 1984.

Product Description

Product Description



Looking for a DJ speaker that delivers powerful and high-quality sound for any
occasion? Look no further than the 5 Core PA speaker system! The heavy-duty PA
speaker boasts a 10-inch subwoofer; this PA system effectively reproduces the entire
studio audio spectrum, providing ultimate bass and clear sound.

From guitar, piano, and drum playing to indoor or outdoor parties and speaking at
events, this DJ speaker is perfect for any occasion and location. It is sturdy and highly
portable and can withstand the rigors of regular use.

Features

Perfect sound Woofer system Compact Great for every
occasion

The 5 Core PA speaker
features a powerful
10-inch, 8-ohm t-yoke &
Y-30-approved ferrite
magnet woofer system
for maximum crisp
sound performance,
providing the perfect
sound for any
occasion.

Enjoy your favorite
music with this PA
speaker's great
sound and
performance, perfect
for parties,
gatherings, religious
events, schools,
universities, and
more.

The DJ speaker
with subwoofer is
easy for indoor and
outdoor use,
weighing merely a
few pounds. The
convenient carrying
handle makes it a
true portable sound
system.

The 5 Core PA
system is great for
every occasion or
event, providing
endless great music
playing and
listening. Upgrade
your sound
experience with the
versatile?˜ 5 Core
PA speaker.

Technical Specifications:

● Metal Sheet MS
● 10" Cone Foam Edge Cone
● Impedance 8 ohm
● PMPO 1000W
● RMS Power 75 W
● Voice Coil Size 1"

The package comes with the following:

● 1x Robocop DJ speaker



Usages

Well suited to be used in places of worship.

Endless great music experience all time, anywhere.

The pa speaker system can be used in outdoor settings.

The DJ speaker is great for indoor and outdoor parties.

A PA speaker provides perfect sound for conducting a presentation.

Benefits of products

High-quality sound reproduction.

Very easy to set up and use.

Suitable for indoor and outdoor use.

Perfect for small and medium-sized venues.

Versatile and can be used in a range of applications.



Benefits of 5 Core over other products

High power handling capacity.

Wide, multi-directional sound coverage.

Sturdy and Rugged look for professional use.

Flush mount speaker design for in-wall installation.

Low Carbon forged iron T-yoke & Y-30 approved ferrite magnet

Why 5 Core

5 Core has been known for producing high-quality, premium products since 1984.

We are committed to using only the best materials and components to ensure the
longevity of our products.



The best deals compared to other brands in the market without compromising on
quality.

The Trustworthy Choice for thousands of customers scattered worldwide in more than
65 countries.

Backed by a proven track record of happy customers and peace of mind.

Comparison

Specification 5 Core Product Other Product

Ferrite magnet Yes No

Full-bandwidth sound Yes No

Weather-resistant Yes No

About Brand

5 Core, headquartered in California, warehouse in Bellefontaine, OH, USA, has a
reputation for being a trusted and reliable brand, offering products designed to meet
the highest industry standards. Our products are thoroughly tested and inspected
before they are sent to the end user, ensuring that the customers receive products of
the highest quality and reliability. With a commitment to quality, affordability, and
customer satisfaction, 5 Core is a brand people can trust for all their needs and wants.

Q&A

Question:What kind of events is this speaker suitable for?

Answer:The 5 Core PA speaker is great for a variety of events, including parties,
presentations, performances, and more.



Question:Is this speaker easy to set up and use?

Answer:Yes, the speaker is designed for easy setup and use. Simply connect it to your
music source and power it on.

Question:What is the PMPO for this speaker?

Answer:The 5 Core PA speaker comes with a 1000W PMPO.

Question:Is this speaker portable and lightweight?

Answer:Yes, the speaker is lightweight and compact, making it easy to carry around for
indoor and outdoor use.

Question:Is the sound quality good?

Answer:Yes, the 5 Core PA speaker is designed to deliver high-quality sound
performance with a powerful 10-inch, 8 ohm T-yoke & Y-30 approved ferrite magnet
woofer system.


